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## Eidos Mint Line

## Eidos Web Site
For more details on this cool Eidos merchandise, visit our web site at www.eidosstore.com or call 800-617-8737.

**ES8650 / ES8650X Bomber Jacket**
Authentic Lara Croft antique lamb leather jacket designed by Avirex. Tomb Raider logo on patch.
SM-XL $450.00 / XXL $475.00

**ES1080 Backpack**
Authentic war correspondent backpack designed by Avirex. Brown leather backpack has two pouches in the front. Tomb Raider logo on patch. $199.00

**ES8410 Swiss Army Chronograph Watch**
Stainless steel body with luminous hands and markers. Water resistant to 330 feet. Tomb Raider logo engraved on back case. $499.00

**ES8420 Swiss Army Cavalry Watch**
Gunmetal black dial with easy to read numerals. Tomb Raider logo imprinted in white on watch face. $175.00

**ES3470 Stainless Steel Tumbler**
Great for your morning java! This insulated tumbler has a closable lid and rubber grip. Tomb Raider logo imprinted on tumbler. $40.00

**ES3480 Stainless Steel Thermos**
Perfect for the traveler, this vacuum insulated thermal bottle will keep your drinks warm. Tomb Raider logo and web address imprinted on thermos. $37.50
ES8610 / ES8610X White T-shirt SM-XL $15.00 / XXL $18.00
ES8611 / ES8611X Black T-shirt SM-XL $17.50 / XXL $20.00
This 100% cotton T-shirt depicts the adventurous Lara in her underwater battle gear. Eidos web address imprinted on back of shirt.

ES7050 Lara Croft Poster
The undisputed queen of gaming will look great pinned to your bedroom wall! This beautiful limited edition poster measures 18" x 24", and features the Tomb Raider logo and the indomitable Lara Croft in full living color. $4.95

ES8612 / ES8612X White T-shirt SM-XL $17.50 / $20.00 XXL
ES8613 / ES8613X Black T-shirt SM-XL $20.00 / $23.00 XXL
Spring into action in this 100% cotton T-shirt with full Lara graphic on front and Eidos web address on back.
ES8661 Ash Sweatshirt
ES8660 / ES8660X Black Sweatshirt
Feel this! Lee 11 ounce sweatshirt with a fleece lining, rib collar, cuffs and waistband. Tomb Raider logo embroidered on front and Eidos web address embroidered on back of sweatshirt. SM-XL $45.00 / XXL $50.00

ES1050 Briefcase
Made of durable nylon and features outside flap with zippered pocket, adjustable/detachable shoulder strap. Tomb Raider logo embroidered on front flap. $75.00

ES4710 REVO Sunglasses
Check out these adventurous sunglasses! Revo's oval design with black frames and blue lenses. Tomb Raider logo imprinted on case. $199.00

ES2220 Black Low Profile Cap
Enjoy comfort and quality with this 100% cotton baseball cap. Six panel construction and adjustable fabric closure. Tomb Raider logo embroidered on front on cap and Eidos web address embroidered above closure. $15.00

ES2221 Two Tone Low Profile
Keep in style with this black and natural brushed twill cap. Contrasting visor and button, stitched eyelets, adjustable fabric closure with grommet. Tomb Raider logo embroidered on front of cap and Eidos web address embroidered above closure. $15.00
ORDERING EIDOS MERCHANDISE

Internet Orders:

Shipping:
Items in stock will ship within 48 hours. If you have a specific need date be sure to indicate your need date on the order form.
The standard method of shipment is UPS Ground unless requested otherwise. If you would like to have the freight charges billed to your Federal Express or DHL account please include your account number. Items in stock are shipped FOB California.

International Shipments:
All prices are based on US dollars. Payment can be made via credit card or wire transfer. All shipments outside the United States are subjected to duties and freight charges associated with foreign shipments. All payments must be made in US currency.

Return Policy:
If for any reason you are not satisfied with the merchandise you ordered, please contact customer service at (800) 617-8737 and we will gladly replace the item or refund the cost of the item.

Hours:
Our normal business hours are Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. Pacific Time. Orders can be sent using the secured on-line order method or via fax (650) 335-4720. You can also leave a voice mail at anytime (800) 617-8737.

Web Address:
www.eidosstore.com / E-mail: eidosstore@baxtereder.com
Customer Service and Ordering: (800) 617-8737 Fax Number: (650) 335-4715
Britt Dal Canto Program Coordinator bdalcanto@baxtereder.com

TO ORDER CALL 800-617-8737
FREE INTERNET GAMEPLAY

Now you and your friends can test your skills, strategy, and reaction time against real, live, unpredictable human opponents at EidosGames.com

- The fastest gameplay action on the internet
- Free internet play for Eidos multiplayer titles
- Real-time speech, text chat, and a pager
- Challenging tournaments and events

www.eidosgames.com

WWW.EIDOSGAMES.COM
TOMB RAIDER II

Action / Adventure

The much anticipated sequel to the best-selling title sets Lara Croft off to more exotic locations that have her fighting underwater enemies, swinging from chandeliers, climbing up walls and exploring enormous new 3D worlds.

**KEY FEATURES:**

- New animated moves.
- New weapons, including underwater harpoons.
- New enemies, including more human foes.
- New light sourcing effects for more realistic graphics.
- Addictive gameplay combining action and adventure elements.
Discover why millions of people worldwide go adventuring with Lara Croft! Get ready to cross the globe and take on impossible odds while exploring Incan ruins, Ancient Rome, Egyptian Pyramids, and the Lost City of Atlantis in search of the fabled Scion.

**KEY FEATURES:**

- Includes 4 New Levels, all starring the sensational Lara Croft!
- Experience dramatic new adventures with over 19 levels in all.
- Choose from a vast arsenal of weapons including pistols, magnums, a shotgun and uzis.
- Battle wolves, bats, bears, alligators, raptors, and even a T-Rex in your quest for the Scion.
Experience intense multiplayer action as you dive into the macabre and devilish 3D realm of Deathtrap Dungeon. Fight to the bloody end against over 50 fiends and foes ranging from fire-breathing dragons to slithering serpents in a dynamic 3D environment.

**KEY FEATURES:**

- Explore 10 tortuous levels, each with a huge map of mazes, corridors, and dungeons.
- Dive into spectacular full 3D gameplay with an intuitive third-person camera angle.
- Select from swords and magic hammers to bombs and flame-throwers for bloody hand-to-hand combat.
- Based on the multi-million selling Fighting Fantasy™ books by Ian Livingstone.
Wield the mighty Daikatana, an ancient Japanese Samurai Sword, through 4 time periods from the Dark Ages to post-apocalyptic San Francisco. Encounter an unprecedented 64 monsters and 32 weapons in a gorgeously-rendered 3D world.

KEY FEATURES:
• Utilizes ID Software's Quake Unified Engine Technology.
• Easy multiplayer connections for free / commercial internet and modem play.
• Incredible Artificial Intelligence for all characters including voice communications between you and your computer-controlled sidekicks.
• Each of the 4 episodes provides distinctive environments, weapons, art, music and creatures.
The creative talent that pioneered 3D interactive role-playing has come together to create the most ground-breaking RPG yet. Featuring a fully-interactive "6D" world and an environment rich in object interaction, The Dark Project promises a new dimension in gameplay.

**KEY FEATURES:**

- Revolutionary Act/React™ technology creates unique & intuitive environments: wood objects burn when exposed to fire, loud actions trigger responses, cold freezes water, etc.

- 3D Pathfinding/Tactical Artificial Intelligence, plus endless level design possibilities created with proprietary CSG editor.

- Motion-capture character animations with real physics properties.
Enter a parallel universe to the crystal domed city of Omikron where the evil Prince of Demons is collecting souls. Your mission is to dive into the body of an Omikron inhabitant and stop the Prince from conquering the universe!

**KEY FEATURES:**

- For the very first time in a video game, facial motion capture in real-time.
- Arcade/adventure game, mixing a complex and original scenario with challenging action-packed gameplay.
- Experience “virtual reincarnation”, the ability to move directly into the body of the last character you touch before dying.
- Multiplayer options for up to 100 players.
The evil and powerful company, Shinra Inc., has found a way to mine life energy, draining it from the planet to control the universe. As Cloud, an ex-soldier of Shinra, you will team up with a resistance organization known as AVALANCHE to put an end to Shinra's destructive ways. It's an epic story of friendship, love, and the battle between good and evil.

KEY FEATURES:

- "Real-time", turned-based battle systems.
- Explore massive, beautifully rendered, high-quality computer generated locations in this epic adventure across 3 CD-ROMS.
- 9 playable characters.
- Navigate through the enormous Final Fantasy VII world on vehicles such as a submarine and a futuristic aircraft, or a friendly Chocobo.
- Seven mini-games and several sub-quests.
Revenant is the new Dark Fantasy RPG and Adventure title that immerses gamers into a whole new visually stunning and challenging environment. Explore shadowy catacombs or the heart of a frozen volcano, collect magic objects and cast potent spells as you battle over 16 monsters – from dragons to wraiths.

**KEY FEATURES:**

- Featuring 20 characters, each with over five weapon types and their own fully-animated style.
- Unparalleled intensity and realistic combat with motion captured animations.
- 65,000-color graphics, animated 3D characters, true light sourcing and coloring in Direct 3D.
- All original music created exclusively for Revenant by the European band, Xymox.
DOMINION: STORM OVER GIFT 3™ Strategy

For years, games have been promising "real-time strategy". Finally, Dominion: Storm Over Gift 3 delivers. With 30+ frames per second in all four resolutions, and the most sophisticated AI ever, Dominion is REAL real-time for quick play. You'll need this speed to defeat your enemies as they build bases and perform feint and cooperative group attacks. Dominion is the real-time strategy game that lives up to its name.

KEY FEATURES:

- 4 races, each with distinctive strengths and weaknesses.
- 8-player multiplayer, with deathmatching and cooperative modes.
- Most sophisticated AI ever in a real-time strategy game.
- 95,000 frames of animation flash before your eyes in blinding speed (30+ frames per second in all 4 resolutions).

DOMINION: STORM OVER GIFT 3 names and logos are properties of Ion Storm, L.P. ©1997, 1998 Ion Storm, L.P. All rights reserved.
As the overlord of a fledgling medieval town, your goal is to be crowned High King. This will require a shrewd balance between diplomacy, commerce, and bloody war against a background of random events such as famine, flood, and of course, plague.

KEY FEATURES:

- Action-packed land and sea battles – take direct control of your forces or delegate to commanders.
- Watch arrows fly overhead, or march with the troops with fully-rendered 3D landscapes and no fixed cameras.
- Over 30 levels covering an entire continent – from northern tundra to desert south – and including sea and island scenarios for ship battles.
Take control as "Pilot-in-Command" and cruise across popular flying venues to one of more than 45 different airports. Learn how it feels to communicate with air traffic control and pilot a plane with the most accurate flight modeling possible.

KEY FEATURES:

• Fly a wide range of airplanes, including a single-engine Cessna 172, a Piper Arrow, a multi-engine Beech Baron, the Beaver seaplane, and the infamous P-51D Mustang.

• Navigate under Visual Flight Rules using landmarks, roads, rivers, lakes, and 3D ground objects or try to fly using your instrument panel.

• Practice landings, approaches, and general aviation procedures with revolutionary Air Traffic Control System™ in real time!

• Every building over 10 stories is modeled using the revolutionary ZOAR™ rendering engine for visually accurate detail.
JOINT STRIKE FIGHTER

Flight Simulation

Be the first to fly the prototypes for the Pentagon's new multi-role jet fighter, using the latest in weapon and stealth technology. Eidos brings you this top secret technology in the fastest, most advanced flight simulation to date.

KEY FEATURES:

• The first and only game to feature the two prototypes for the Pentagon's new Joint Strike Fighter.
• Four massive and dynamic campaigns packed with ground targets, and surface-to-air installations.
• 10 million square miles of modeled map data – the largest and most realistic terrain ever seen in a simulator.
• Advanced graphics engine provides totally immersive 3D environment in 16 bit color with no pixelation – without sacrificing frame rate.
CHECK OUT EIDOS INTERACTIVE ONLINE

To find out more about Eidos and its products, visit our web site at www.eidosinteractive.com. Browse through our home page to demo products, shop in the Eidos Store, or get a direct link to our Tomb Raider page (www.tombraider.com) where you can join the Lara Fan Club. And be sure Check out the What's NEW page for all the latest news, contests, and events.
EIDOS GAME PHONE TIPS!

If you're a hardcore gamer, and you want the latest tips and tricks on any Eidos Interactive game, just pick up the phone and call:

EIDOS HINTLINE
1-900-773-4367

Cost of the call is $0.95 per minute, and you are required to be at least 18 years of age or have parental permission and a touch-tone phone to call.